
	

	

	
	
	

Thank	you	for	auditioning	for	
	

ROCK	OF	AGES	
	

NATIONAL	TOUR	
	
	

ROLE:	LONNY	
	
		
	

Present	in	the	room	will	be	director,	producing	team	&	casting.		
	
Initial	Call	please	prepare:��
-A	Song	from	your	book	in	the	style	of	or	from	the	show	–	1980s	Rock	Song	ONLY	–	Please	
no	Pop.��
-Side	1	in	this	packet	labeled	“Initial	Appointment”.�
-Please	have	your	full	book	music	with	you,	in	case	the	team	needs	to	hear	something	
different.		
	
If	you	are	called	back	please	prepare:��
-This	FULL	packet	of	material.�-Please	have	your	full	book	music	with	you,	in	case	the	
team	needs	to	hear	something	different.		
	
INSTRUCTIONS:�Be	sure	to	bring	your	picture	and	resume,	otherwise	we	will	not	have	
one	in	the	room!		

	
Thanks	so	much!	W	|	S	Casting		

W	|	S	Casting	
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PROTESTER #2 (CONSTANCE) 

We all did.  Took bets.   

 

PROTESTER #3 (YOUNG GROUPIE) 

The pot was up to— 

 

FRANZ 

I’m not gay, I’m just German! 

 

PROTESTERS 

Ohhhh. 

 

As the PROTESTERS process that they exit. 

FRANZ, frustrated, runs off. 

 

FRANZ (cont’d) 

Regyna, Regyna, vait for me!! 

 

FRANZ steps on DREW’s finger. 

 

DREW 

Come on!!  There’s a whole street here! 

 

FRANZ 

Ooopsie! 

 

Just then, LONNY appears at the SL stripper pole. 

 

LONNY 

What’s going on, Drew? 

 

DREW 

Lonny?  What are you doing here? 

 

LONNY 

Well, I’m not just a sound guy, Drew.  I also happen to be a narrator.  A dramatic 

conjurer! 

 

DREW 

I don’t get it. 

 

LONNY 

“Rock Of Ages.”  (handing DREW a show program)  It’s the musical you’re in. (off 

DREW’s blank face) It’s not important.  What is important is your happiness, kid. 

 

 

 

LONNY 
SIDE 1

START

Initial Appointment
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DREW 

Dramatic conjurer?  So you’re the one that took my dream, my girl, crapped on ‘em both, 

then put me in a friggin’ boy band?! 

 

LONNY 

Actually the book writer did.  I just conjured-- 

 

DREW 

Dude, I didn’t get one frickin’ thing I wanted! 

 

LONNY throws the program into the wings. 

An OFFSTAGE VOICE yells “Owww” 

 

LONNY 

B-O-O-H-O-O. You think I got everything in life exactly how I wanted it!?  You think 

anyone in this building has?  I wanted to explore deep and thoughtful theater with 

complex characters and a challenging plot.  Instead I was hired to narrate a show with 

“poop jokes” and Whitesnake songs!! 

 

DREW 

And are you happy? 

 

LONNY 

Hells yeah.  I’m happy!  I love Whitesnake!  And cuz of this, I got to party with Sammy 

Hagar! 

 

Projections show a picture of LONNY with SAMMY 

HAGAR. 

 

And C.C. Deville from “Poison!” 

 

Then, with C.C. DEVILLE. 

 

And Debbie Gibson! 

 

Then, with DEBBIE GIBSON. 

 

DREW 

I think its Deborah now. 

 

LONNY 

Whatever!  You say we didn’t give you one thing you wanted?  You wanted the girl and 

we put you on top of the Hollywood Hills with a four pack of wine coolers.  Take 

responsibility!  You want something, you can’t just wish for it.  

 

DREW 

I know. 
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LONNY 

So screw the writer!  Time to make your own destiny!  What’s really gonna make you 

happy? 

 

     Pause - DREW is unable to find an answer.  

     LONNY conjures an awareness into DREW. 

 

DREW 

Sherrie. 

 

LONNY 

(checks watch)  It ain’t midnight yet. 

 

DREW embraces the idea - time to act. 

 

DREW 

SHERRIE!!! 

DREW runs off and LONNY starts a slow clap with 

the AUDIENCE. 

 

LONNY 

Looks like Wolfgang is back!! 

 

 

Scene 26    EXT.  Sunset Strip.  Night 

 

HERTZ stumbles down the street DRINKING 

HEAVILY, with a photo of young FRANZ. 

 

 

#18A  “KEEP ON LOVIN’ YOU” 

 

HERTZ 

I SHOULD’VE SEEN BY THE LOOK IN YOUR EYES, FRANZY 

THERE WAS SOMETHING MISSIN’ 

I SHOULD’VE KNOWN BY THE TONE OF YOUR VOICE, MAYBE 

BUT I DIDN’T LISTEN 

STILL I MEANT  

EVERY WORD I SAID 

WHEN I SAID THAT I LOVED YOU 

I MEANT THAT I’D... 

 

Scheisse! 

HERTZ breaks down crying.  Just then, REGINA 

appears in a robe carrying a gasoline container. 

She plants herself center stage and takes a breath…  

END



LONNY� 

(spoken) YEAH!! WHAT’S GOING DOWN, Broadway!? (LONNY 
slides down banister, then crosses the stage, swinging nunchucks. 
Proud.) Go ahead, say hello to the person next to you! NO! Not the 
person you came with, the other person next to you! The one you don’t 
know yet...the one you’re going to be making out with by the end of the 
show!! That’s right, TKTS hooked you up! We’re going back to a sexier 
time! THE REAGAN ERA!  

That’s right, my babies. Welcome to The Sunset Strip! The time? You 
got it. Mid to late eighties... roughly. When LA was a beacon of rock n’ 
roll excess! A majestic ACID WASH EPICENTER! Man, back in the 
day if you had a dream, a fifth of Jack, and a decent amount of hair, 
there was nowhere else to be.  

Obviously a dream is a powerful thing. Hell, wasn’t till last year I 
stopped calling myself a drummer. Nope. Screw it. New dream. I’m 
Lonny Barnett... Sound God! And I found my calling... here. At that 
right hand of my sensei, my spirit guide, the man who bailed me out 
when I shived a guy for talking shit about Kip Winger.  

Now I’m no Andrew Lloyd Sondheim but I do know this! When you’re 
puttin’ on a musical you gotta introduce an F’in’ love story and quick! 
(to a WOMAN) Look at this one. She’s practically beggin’ for it... Aren’t 
you, you nasty little, Playbill holdin’, freak machine. Nurse get this little 
lass a Riuniti on ice... so nice. (pause) Now where was I?  

 

 

 

LONNY 
SIDE 2

CALLBACK ONLY



NO REPEAT

LONNY
SONG 1

CALLBACK ONLY



JUSTICE:

LONNY:



(hold the high A)_____________

And       I      don’t      wan  -  na      go       home
and     I     don’t       wan  -  na     go     home_____

DENNIS

ENSEMBLE LONNY:

ENSEMBLE DREW:



LONNY:



SING AS A SOLO SONG
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BEGIN HERE

Text

LONNY
SONG 2







Jump To Measure 39

SING RESPECTIVE HARMONIES



Pick Up Here and Sing Respective Harmonies



END on A Major

Aritardando

slow down and end song


